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The Web Startup Success Guide (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
If there’s a software startup company in your developer heart, this is the book that will make it happen.

The Web Startup Success Guide is your one-stop shop for all of the answers you need today to build a successful web startup in these challenging economic times. It covers everything from making the strategic platform decisions...
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The Integrity of the Judge (Law, Justice and Power)Ashgate, 2009
There is no consensus among legal scholars on the meaning of judicial integrity, nor has legal scholarship yet seen a well-articulated discussion about the normative concept of judicial integrity. This book fills this gap by developing a theory of judicial integrity that can be applied to safeguarding mechanisms. Author Jonathan Soeharno makes...
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Who's Afraid of AI?: Fear and Promise in the Age of Thinking MachinesThe Experiment, 2019

	
		A penetrating guide to artificial intelligence: what it is, what it does, and how it will change our lives

		

		At a breathtaking pace, artificial intelligence is getting better and faster at making complex decisions. AI can already identify malignant tumors on CT scans, give legal advice, out-bluff the best...
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Privacy and Anonymity in Information Management Systems: New Techniques for New Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2010

	As depicted in David Lodge’s celebrated novel Small World, the perceived size of our world experienced a progressive decrease as jet airplanes became affordable to ever greater shares of the earth’s population. Yet, the really dramatic shrinking had to wait until the mid-1990s, when Internet became widespread and the information...
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Digital Image Forensics: There is More to a Picture than Meets the EyeSpringer, 2012

	Photographic imagery has come a long way from the pinhole cameras of the nineteenth century. Digital imagery, and its applications, develops in tandem with contemporary society’s sophisticated literacy of this subtle medium. This book examines the ways in which digital images have become ever more ubiquitous as legal and medical...
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Distraction (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	Most of us struggle with distraction every day: the familiar feeling that our attention is not quite where it should be. We feel it at work and at home and it can be frustrating and uncomfortable. But what is distraction? In his lucid, timely book, Damon Young shows that distraction is more than too many stimuli, or too little attention. It...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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The Ethics of Research BiobankingSpringer, 2009
Biobanking, i.e. storage of biological samples or data emerging from such samples for diagnostic, therapeutic or research purposes, has been going on for decades. However, it is only since the mid 1990s that these activities have become the subject of considerable public attention, concern and debate. This shift in climate is due to several...
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Forensic ScienceSalem Press, 2008

	This is a comprehensive reference source on the theory, techniques, and application of the various forensic sciences.The past decade has seen an explosion of interest in the application of scientific techniques to investigations of crime. Television audiences have developed a seemingly insatiable appetite for shows such as CSI: Crime Scene...
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Tietz's Applied Laboratory MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Using a problem-based approach, Tietz's Applied Laboratory Medicine, Second Edition presents interesting cases to illustrate the current use and interpretation of the most commonly available clinical laboratory tests. The cases present detailed descriptions of the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of disease. The book...
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English Legal SystemLongman Publishing Group, 2009

	Updated annually to provide the most up-to-date content for those teaching and studying the English legal system, the new edition continues to provide the definitive introduction to this area. Elliott and Quinn's engaging account of this constantly evolving subject will provide students with a broad working knowledge and develop their...
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Cyber Risks for Business Professionals: A Management GuideIT Governance Publishing, 2010

	The benefits which Internet technologies offer to business professionals also present considerable risks. The management of these risks is the focus of this book.


	Realize the benefits of Internet technologies, while ensuring your company is protected from the associated risks!


	An effective risk management...
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